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Note: text in blue indicates a change in the description of an existing code.
List 5 (Product identifier type)
New code value requested by Germany and Finland, in both cases in connection with library
applications where ONIX feeds will be used. A URN differs from other product identifier types in
that it provides a syntax for specifying both an identifier type and the identifier value, and indeed an
ISBN can be expressed as a URN. For trade applications, it is emphasised that an ISBN-as-URN is
not an acceptable substitute for the EAN-13 representation of the ISBN. See also List 13.
22

URN

Uniform Resource Name

List 6 (Barcode indicator)
New code values and redefinition of existing codes requested by BISAC, on the basis that the US is
the only market in which these values are used.
03

EAN13+5 (US dollar price encoded)

(Change to description of existing code)

11

EAN13+5 on cover 4 (US dollar price
encoded)

(Change to description of existing code)

17

EAN13+5 on cover 3 (US dollar price
encoded) (US dollar price encoded)

(Change to description of existing code)

23

EAN13+5 on cover 2 (US dollar price
encoded)

(Change to description of existing code)

29

EAN13+5 on box (US dollar price
encoded)

(Change to description of existing code)

35

EAN13+5 on tag (US dollar price
encoded)

(Change to description of existing code)

41

EAN13+5 on bottom (US dollar price
encoded)

(Change to description of existing code)

47

EAN13+5 on back (US dollar price
encoded)

(Change to description of existing code)

53

EAN13+5 on outer sleeve/back (US
dollar price encoded)

(Change to description of existing code)

58

EAN13+5 (no price encoded)

Position unspecified

59

EAN13+5 on cover 4 (no price
encoded)

‘Cover 4’ is defined as the back cover of a book

60

EAN13+5 on cover 3 (no price
encoded)

‘Cover 3’ is defined as the inside back cover of a book

61

EAN13+5 on cover 2 (no price
encoded)

‘Cover 2’ is defined as the inside front cover of a book

62

EAN13+5 on box (no price encoded)

To be used only on boxed products

63

EAN13+5 on tag (no price encoded)

To be used only on products fitted with hanging tags

64

EAN13+5 on bottom (no price
encoded)

Not be used on books unless they are contained within outer packaging

65

EAN13+5 on back (no price encoded)

Not be used on books unless they are contained within outer packaging

66

EAN13+5 on outer sleeve/back (no
price encoded)

To be used only on products packaged in outer sleeves

List 7 (Product form code)
Clarification of the description of existing code value AC was requested by the US and by Norway,
and was announced on the ONIX listserv in August 2007. The change in the description of code
BC from “paperback” to “paperback / softback” was requested by the UK, to better reflect the scope
of the code, and to facilitate its use with codes in List 78 for binding materials such as “vinyl”. The
change in the description of code BO from “Leporello” to “fold-out book or chart” arose from a
request from BISAC, and clarification of the way the term “Leporello” is used in Germany. New
code value PR requested by the UK and Germany. New code value PS requested by Finland.
New code value PT requested by the UK (note that a new code in List 78 for a “bookmark calendar”
was requested by Germany).
AC

CD-Audio

Audio compact disc, in any recording format: use coding from List 78 to
specify the format, if required (Clarification of existing code definition,
removing the former reference to CD-Audio or SACD format)

BC

Paperback / softback

Paperback or other softback book (Change to description of existing code)

BO

Fold-out book or chart

Concertina-folded book or chart, designed to fold to pocket or regular page
size: use for German 'Leporello' (Change to description of existing code)

PR

Notebook / blank book

A book with all pages blank for the buyer's own use

PS

Organizer

PT

Bookmark

XL

Shrink-wrapped pack

A quantity pack with its own product code, for trade supply only: the retail
items it contains are intended for sale individually – see also WX. For
products or product bundles supplied shrink-wrapped for retail sale, use
the Product Form code of the contents plus code 21 from List 80.
(Change to description of existing code)

List 9 (Product classification type code)
New code value requested by the Netherlands.
06

Fondsgroep

Centraal Boekhuis free classification field for publishers

List 10 (Epublication type code)
New code values 028, 030 and 031 requested by BISAC. New code values 029 and 098 requested
by Finland.
028

VitalSource Bookshelf

029

Adobe Digital Editions

030

MyiLibrary

031

Kindle

098

Multiple formats

Product consists of parts in different formats

List 12 (Trade category code)
New code value requested by Spain.
11

Precio libre textbook

In Spain, a school textbook for which there is no fixed or suggested retail
price and which is supplied by the publisher on terms individually agreed
with the bookseller

List 13 (Series identifier type code)
See note on List 5 above.
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URN

Uniform Resource Name

2

List 19 (Unnamed persons)
New code values requested by the UK.
05

Synthesized voice - male

Use with Contributor role code E07 “read by”, for audio books for the blind

06

Synthesized voice - female

Use with Contributor role code E07 “read by”, for audio books for the blind

07

Synthesized voice - unspecified

Use with Contributor role code E07 “read by”, for audio books for the blind

List 21 (Edition type code)
New code value requested by Finland.
SMP

Simplified language edition

An edition that uses simplified language (Finnish 'Selkokirja')

List 26 (Main subject scheme identifier code)
New code values requested by Finland.
23

Publisher’s own category code

From List 27

24

Proprietary subject scheme

From List 27

64

YSA

Yleinen suomalainen asiasanasto: Finnish General Thesaurus

65

Allärs

Allmän tesaurus på svenska: Swedish translation of the Finnish General
Thesaurus

66

YKL

Yleisten kirjastojen luokitusjärjestelmä: Finnish Public Libraries
Classification System

67

MUSA

Musiikin asiasanasto: Finnish Music Thesaurus

68

CILLA

Specialtesaurus för musik: Swedish translation of the Finnish Music
Thesaurus

69

Kaunokki

Fiktiivisen aineiston asiasanasto: Finnish thesaurus for fiction

70

Bella

Specialtesaurus för fiktivt material: Swedish translation of the Finnish
thesaurus for fiction

71

YSO

Yleinen suomalainen ontologia: Finnish General Upper Ontology

72

Paikkatieto ontologia

Finnish Place Ontology

73

Suomalainen kirja-alan luokitus

Finnish book trade categorisation

List 27 (Subject scheme identifier code)
New code values requested by Finland.
64

YSA

Yleinen suomalainen asiasanasto: Finnish General Thesaurus

65

Allärs

Allmän tesaurus på svenska: Swedish translation of the Finnish General
Thesaurus

66

YKL

Yleisten kirjastojen luokitusjärjestelmä: Finnish Public Libraries
Classification System

67

MUSA

Musiikin asiasanasto: Finnish Music Thesaurus

68

CILLA

Specialtesaurus för musik: Swedish translation of the Finnish Music
Thesaurus

69

Kaunokki

Fiktiivisen aineiston asiasanasto: Finnish thesaurus for fiction

70

Bella

Specialtesaurus för fiktivt material: Swedish translation of the Finnish
thesaurus for fiction

71

YSO

Yleinen suomalainen ontologia: Finnish General Upper Ontology

72

Paikkatieto ontologia

Finnish Place Ontology

73

Suomalainen kirja-alan luokitus

Finnish book trade categorisation
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List 29 (Audience code type)
New code value 11 requested by the Netherlands / Belgium. Code values 12 to 14 were wrongly
assigned in Issue 7 to List 30. They are used to identify attributes that are specified as single
codes, not as ranges. New code value 16 requested by the UK.
11

AWS

Audience code used in Flanders

12

Schulform

Type of school: codelist maintained by VdS Bildungsmedien eV, the
German association of educational media publishers

13

Bundesland

School region: codelist maintained by VdS Bildungsmedien eV, the
German association of educational media publishers, indicating where
products are licensed to be used in schools

14

Ausbildungsberuf

Occupation: codelist for vocational training materials, maintained by VdS
Bildungsmedien eV, the German association of educational media
publishers

15

Suomalainen kouluasteluokitus

Finnish school or college level

16

CBG age guidance

UK Publishers Association Children’s Book Group coded indication of
intended reader age, carried on book covers

List 30 (Audience range qualifier)
Code values 23 to 25 are now deprecated: see note on List 29. New code value 26 requested by
Canada. New code value 27 requested by Finland.
23

Schulform

DEPRECATED - assigned in error: see List 29

24

Bundesland

DEPRECATED - assigned in error: see List 29

25

Ausbildungsberuf

DEPRECATED - assigned in error: see List 29

26

Canadian school grade range

Values for <AudienceRangeValue> are specified in List 77 (which is
renamed – see below)

27

Finnish school grade range

List 33 (Other text type code)
New code values requested by the UK.
21

Publisher's notice

A statement included by a publisher in fulfilment of its contractual
obligations, such as a disclaimer, sponsor statement, or legal notice of
any sort. Note that the inclusion of such a notice cannot and does not
imply that a user of the ONIX record is obliged to reproduce it.

35

Promotional text

Promotional text not covered elsewhere

40

Author interview / Q&A

41

Reading Group Guide

Complete guide

42

Commentary / discussion

Other than author comments (see code 11)

List 34 (Text format code)
New code values requested in part by Finland and the UK; clarified and expanded by Francis Cave.
09

Microsoft rich text format (RTF)

10

Microsoft Word binary format (DOC)

11

ECMA 376 WordprocessingML

Office Open XML file format / OOXML / DOCX

12

ISO 26300 ODF

ISO Open Document Format

13

Corel Wordperfect binary format
(DOC)

List 38 (Image/audio/video file type code)
New code values 24 to 26 requested by the Netherlands and Spain.
The UK ONIX group proposed a substantial and systematic expansion of this list to cover the range
and variety of material that authors and publishers may now use to support and promote their
products. To make the resulting list more consistent, the UK also proposed that the descriptions of
several existing codes should be changed, without in general changing their meaning. The revised
4

scheme classifies media files into four groups: image, video, audio, and application (for software
products). See also notes on List 73.
Germany requested a new code for “screenshot”. Under the new scheme, this is covered by code
23, which is extended to cover any still image of sample content, not only pages from a book.
02

Application: software demo

04

Image: front cover

Quality unspecified: if sending both a standard quality and a high quality
image, use 04 for standard quality and 06 for high quality (Change to
description of existing code)

06

Image: front cover, high quality

Should have a minimum resolution of 300 dpi when rendered at the
intended size for display or print (Change to description of existing code)

07

Image: front cover thumbnail

(Change to description of existing code)

08

Image: contributor(s)

(Change to description of existing code)

10

Image: for series

Use for an image, other than a logo, that is part of the 'branding' of a
series (Change to description of existing code)

11

Image: series logo

(Change to description of existing code)

12

Image: product logo

Use only for a logo which is specific to an individual product (Change to
description of existing code)

17

Image: publisher logo

(Change to description of existing code)

18

Image: imprint logo

(Change to description of existing code)

23

Image: sample content

Use for inside page image for book, or screenshot for software or game
(revised definition from Issue 8) (Change to description of existing code)

24

Image: back cover

Quality unspecified: if sending both a standard quality and a high quality
image, use 24 for standard quality and 26 for high quality

25

Image: back cover, high quality

Should have a minimum resolution of 300 dpi when rendered at the
intended size for display or print

26

Image: back cover thumbnail

27

Image: other cover material

28

Image: promotional material

29

Video segment: unspecified

(Change to description of existing code)

30

Audio segment: unspecified

(Change to description of existing code)

31

Video: author presentation /
commentary

32

Video: author interview

33

Video: author reading

34

Video: cover material

35

Video: sample content

36

Video: promotional material

37

Video: review

38

Video: other commentary / discussion

41

Audio: author presentation /
commentary

42

Audio: author interview

43

Audio: author reading

44

Audio: sample content

45

Audio: promotional material

46

Audio: review

47

Audio: other commentary / discussion

51

Application: sample content

52

Application: promotional material

List 44 (Name code type)
New code value requested by Finland.
15

Y-tunnus

Business Identity Code (Finland)

5

List 45 (Publishing role code)
New code value requested by Italy.
10

Publishing group

The group to which a publisher (publishing role 01) belongs: use only if a
publisher has been identified with role code 01

List 51 (Relation code)
New code values requested by Germany.
18

Is special edition of

X is a special edition of Y - used for a special edition (German:
Sonderausgabe) with different cover, binding etc - more than ‘alternative
format’ - which may be available in limited quantity and for a limited time

19

Has special edition

X has a special edition Y - the reciprocal of code 18

List 58 (Price type code)
New code values 07, 08 and 09 requested by Finland. As a result of further discussion with the
Finnish group, it has seemed advisable to take the opportunity to reword some of the definitions in
this list, and to make descriptions and notes more consistent.
01

RRP excluding tax

02

RRP including tax

RRP excluding any sales tax or value-added tax
RRP including sales or value-added tax if applicable

05

Supplier’s net price excluding tax

Unit price charged by supplier to reseller excluding any sales tax or
value-added tax: goods for retail sale

06

Supplier’s net price excluding tax:
rental goods

Unit price charged by supplier to reseller excluding any sales tax or
value-added tax: rental goods (used for video and DVD)

07

Supplier’s net price including tax

Unit price charged by supplier to reseller including any sales tax or valueadded tax: goods for retail sale

08

Supplier’s alternative net price
excluding tax

Unit price charged by supplier to a specified class of reseller excluding
any sales tax or value-added tax: goods for retail sale (this value is for
use only in countries, eg Finland, where trade practice requires two
different net prices to be listed for different classes of resellers, and
where national guidelines specify how the code should be used)

09

Supplier’s alternative net price
including tax

Unit price charged by supplier to a specified class of reseller including
any sales tax or value-added tax: goods for retail sale (this value is for
use only in countries, eg Finland, where trade practice requires two
different net prices to be listed for different classes of resellers, and
where national guidelines specify how the code should be used)

11

Special sale RRP excluding tax

Special sale RRP excluding any sales tax or value-added tax

12

Special sale RRP including tax

Special sale RRP including sales or value-added tax if applicable

13

Special sale fixed retail price
excluding tax

In countries where retail price maintenance applies by law to certain
products: not used in USA

14

Special sale fixed retail price
including tax

In countries where retail price maintenance applies by law to certain
products: not used in USA

15

Supplier’s net price for special sale
excluding tax

Unit price charged by supplier to reseller for special sale excluding any
sales tax or value-added tax

21

Pre-publication RRP excluding tax

Pre-publication RRP excluding any sales tax or value-added tax

22

Pre-publication RRP including tax

Pre-publication RRP including sales or value-added tax if applicable

25

Supplier’s pre-publication net price
excluding tax

Unit price charged by supplier to reseller pre-publication excluding any
sales tax or value-added tax

List 71 (Sales restriction type code)
New code value requested by the UK.
07

Schools only edition

For sale directly to schools only; not for sale through retail trade

6

List 73 (Website role)
New code values requested by the UK.
Given the considerable expansion of List 38, there could be some uncertainty as to the correct use
of the Media File composite as opposed to the Product Website composite. The underlying
distinction is that Media File and List 38 are to be used for files, usually held at an online location.
Given the right application, it should be possible to open the file directly from the location provided.
Examples might be:
http://download.guardian.co.uk/sys-audio/Guardian/Science/2007/07/30/ScienceExtra_IanMcEwan.mp3
http://www.randomhouse.com/catalog/mm/audio/4s_9780739341506.mp3

Product Website and List 73 should be used for web pages where particular resources can be
found (eg by clicking on a link on that page). Examples might be:
http://www.meettheauthor.co.uk/bookbites/1086.html
http://www.booklounge.ca/multimedia/haddonmark/index_podcast.html

Or, as a rule of thumb: HTML pages should generally be in Product Website and not in Media File.
23

Author blog

24

Web page for author presentation / commentary

25

Web page for author interview

26

Web page for author reading

27

Web page for cover material

28

Web page for sample content

29

Web page for full content

30

Web page for other commentary / discussion

List 74 (Language code)
New code values resulting from updates to ISO 639-2/B.
syc

Classical Syriac

zbl

Blissymbols; Blissymbolics; Bliss

List 76 (Product form feature value - DVD region codes)
The UK requested a value for Blu-Ray Region B. The opportunity has therefore been taken to add
codes for all Blu-Ray regions, and to update the descriptions of DVD region codes and make them
more consistent.
0

All regions

DVD or Blu-Ray

1

DVD region 1

US, US Territories, Canada

2

DVD region 2

Japan, Europe, South Africa and Middle East (including Egypt)

3

DVD region 3

Southeast Asia, Hong Kong, Macau, South Korea, and Taiwan

4

DVD region 4

Australia, New Zealand, Pacific Islands, Central America, Mexico, South
America and the Caribbean

5

DVD region 5

Eastern Europe (former Soviet Union), Indian subcontinent, Africa, North
Korea and Mongolia

6

DVD region 6

People's Republic of China (except Macau and Hong Kong)

7

DVD region 7

Reserved for future use

8

DVD region 8

International venues: aircraft, cruise ships etc

A

Blu-Ray region A

North America, Central America, South America, Japan, Taiwan, North
Korea, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Southeast Asia.

B

Blu-Ray region B

Most of Europe, Greenland, French territories, Middle East, Africa,
Australia, and New Zealand, plus all of Oceania.

C

Blu-Ray region C

India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Mainland China, Pakistan, Russia, Ukraine,
Belarus, Central, and South Asia.

7

List 77 (US school or college grade)
No new values are requested, but Canada has suggested that the list be renamed “North
American school or college grade”, since the same grade designations can be used for Canada.
However, separate codes are defined in List 30 for “US” and “Canada” (see above) to specify
whether grading has been assessed in accordance with US or Canadian criteria.
List 78 (Product form detail)
New code value B411 was requested by Finland, on the basis that, although “Velvet” can be
specified in List 99, it is sufficiently common – compared with other binding materials in that list – to
justify its inclusion in List 78.
The UK requested new code B412, and the redefinition of existing codes B407 and B408, to make it
easier to describe flexible-cover softbacks where the actual material is unknown or irrelevant. This
strictly requires B407 and B408 to be “deprecated”. New code B602 also requested by the UK.
New codes A201 to A212 and B701 to B703 were requested by the UK in connection with
developments being undertaken with the Royal National Institute for the Blind. See www.daisy.org
for information about the Daisy standard for audio materials for the sight-impaired. Regarding
Braille, and quoting from notes supplied by the UK ONIX group: “The main types of Standard
English Braille are Grade 1 and Grade 2. Grade 1 has single letters only. Grade 2 has some twoletter combinations. US Braille has significant differences.”
New code value L101 was requested by BISAC to cover laminated sheet or fold-out products, and it
was thought advisable to add B415 for books with laminated covers, to avoid confusion.
New code value P109 was requested by Germany (note that a new code in List 7 for a “bookmark”
was requested by the UK). New code values P110 to P114 were requested by Finland.
A201

DAISY 2: full audio with title only (no
navigation)

A202

DAISY 2: full audio with navigation

A203

DAISY 2: full audio with navigation
and partial text

A204

DAISY 2: full audio and full text

A205

DAISY 2: full text and some audio

A206

DAISY 2: full text and no audio

A207

DAISY 3: full audio with title only (no
navigation)

A208

DAISY 3: full audio with navigation

A209

DAISY 3: full audio with navigation
and partial text

A210

DAISY 3: full audio and full text

A211

DAISY 3: full text and some audio

A212

DAISY 3: full text and no audio

B407

Plastic

DEPRECATED - use new B412 or B413 as appropriate

B408

Vinyl

DEPRECATED - use new B412 or B414 as appropriate

B411

Velvet

B412

Flexible plastic or vinyl cover

B413

Plastic-covered

AKA “flexibound”: use with code BC from List 7

B414

Vinyl-covered

B415

Laminated cover

Book, laminating material unspecified: use L101 for "whole product
laminated", eg a laminated sheet map or wallchart

B602

Unflipped manga format

Manga with pages and panels in the sequence of the original Japanese,
but with Western text

B701

UK Braille Grade 1

Single letters only

B702

UK Braille Grade 2

With some letter combinations

B703

US Braille

(Is this sufficient, or are there variants that need to be recognised?)

L101

Laminated

Whole product laminated (eg laminated map, fold-out chart, wallchart,
etc): use B415 for book with laminated cover
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List 78 (Product form detail) (continued)
P109

Bookmark calendar

Use with Product Form code PC

P110

Student calendar

Use with Product Form code PC

P111

Project calendar

Use with Product Form code PC

P112

Almanac calendar

Use with Product Form code PC

P113

Other calendar

A calendar that is not one of the types specified elsewhere: use with
Product Form code PC

P114

Other calendar or organiser product

A product that is associated with or ancillary to a calendar or organiser,
eg a deskstand for a calendar, or an insert for an organiser: use with
Product Form code PC or PS

List 80 (Packaging type code)
New code values 17 to 20 were requested by Germany, and 21 to 23 by the UK.
17

Softbox (for DVD)

18

Pouch

In pouch, eg teaching materials in a plastic bag or pouch

19

Rigid plastic case

In duroplastic or other rigid plastic case, eg for a class set.

20

Cardboard case

In cardboard case, eg for a class set.

21

Shrink-wrapped

Use for products or product bundles supplied for retail sale in shrinkwrapped packaging. For shrink-wrapped packs of multiple products for
trade supply only, see code XL in List 7.

22

Blister pack

A pack comprising a pre-formed plastic blister and a printed card with a
heat-seal coating

23

Carry case

A case with carrying handle, typically for a set of educational books
and/or learning materials

List 82 (Bible contents)
New code values AQ and GC requested by Finland, to cover collections of Apocryphal texts that do
not match the canons specified by existing codes. The descriptions of two existing codes have
been expanded to remove any possible ambiguity.
AP

Apocrypha (Catholic canon)

Description of existing code expanded to remove ambiguity: detailed
notes unchanged

AQ

Apocrypha (canon unspecified)

A collection of Apocryphal texts, canon not specified

GA

General canon with Apocrypha
(Catholic canon)

Description of existing code expanded to remove ambiguity: detailed
notes unchanged

GC

General canon with Apocryphal texts
(canon unspecified)

The 66 books included in the Protestant, Catholic and Orthodox canons,
together with Apocryphal texts, canon not specified.

List 83 (Bible version)
New code values requested by Finland.
FBB

Biblia (1776)

FRA

Raamattu (1933/1938)

Finnish Bible translation
Finnish Bible translation

FRK

Raamattu kansalle

Finnish Bible translation

FRT

Raamattu (1992)

Finnish Bible translation

SBB

Bibel 2000

Swedish Bible translation

List 85 (Bible purpose)
It has been pointed out that there is an apparent conflict between the wording that describes
PR.10.9, which refers to "a Bible or selected Biblical text", and the wording of the code list
definitions, which repeatedly say only "a Bible". The definitions have been edited to match the
description of PR.10.9, to make it clear that they can apply to selected texts as well as complete
Bibles.
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List 91 (Country code)
New code values resulting from updates to ISO 3166-1.
BL

Saint Barthelemy

MF

Saint Martin

French part

List 93 (Supplier role)
New code value requested by Finland.
08

Retailer

List 98 (Product form feature value - binding or page edge color)
New code values requested by Finland.
FCO

Four-color

FCS

Four-color and spot-color

List 102 (Sales outlet identifier type)
New code value 03 required to accompany new List 139 (see next page).
02

BIC sales outlet ID code

DEPRECATED - use code 03

03

ONIX sales outlet ID code

From List 139. Use of List 139 indicates only that the publisher will
supply the product exclusively to the company whose name is identified
by the selected code. It does not imply anything about geographical or
other onward sales rights. Companies that operate in more than one
country, and companies that have both bricks-and-mortar and Internet
businesses, will be assigned only a single code unless it can be shown
that there are strong practical reasons for doing otherwise.

List 138 (Transliteration scheme code)
New list requested by Finland, to be used in the transliteration attribute. Because of uncertainty
about the range and variety of schemes that might be requested in future, the actual reference
number of the standard has been used as the code, which should be regarded as variable-length
even though all the initial group share the same format.
SFS4900

Finnish standard SFS 4900

Transliteration of Cyrillic characters - Slavic languages

SFS5807

Finnish standard SFS 5807

Transliteration and transcription of Greek characters

SFS5755

Finnish standard SFS 5755

Transliteration of Arabic characters

SFS3602

Finnish standard SFS 5824

Transliteration of Hebrew characters

ISO3602

ISO 3602

Documentation - Romanization of Japanese (kana script)

ISO7098

ISO 7098

Information and documentation - Romanization of Chinese
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List 139 (ONIX sales outlet IDs)
New list, covering sales outlet IDs for retailers and other companies for which publishers produce
exclusive editions, to be used in PR.21.16 <IDValue> when PR.21.14 <SalesOutletIDType> has the
value 03 from List 102. The “starter list” below has come from the UK and from BISAC, but includes
a few names from other English-speaking countries.
After discussion between BIC and BISAC, it was decided that the list should identify company
names only, without any territorial or other elements, unless experience showed that it was both
necessary and practical to distinguish other attributes.
ACM

A C Moore

A&P

A&P

ALB

Albertson’s

AMZ

Amazon

A&R

Angus & Robertson

APC

Apple Computer stores

ASD

Asda

AUD

Audible

BDL

B Dalton

B&N

Barnes & Noble

BBB

Bed Bath & Beyond

BST

Best Buy

BJW

BJ’s Wholesale Club

BLK

Blackwell’s

BCA

Book Club Associates

BKP

Bookpeople

BKM

Books-A-Million

BRD

Borders

BRB

Borders/Books Etc

BRT

British Bookshops

CST

Costco

CRB

Crate & Barrel

CVS

CVS Drug Stores

DSG

Dick’s Sporting Goods

DYM

Dymocks

ELC

Early Learning Centre

ESN

Eason

ENH

English Heritage

FRY

Fry’s Electronics

GMS

Gamestop

HST

Hastings Entertainment

HMV

HMV

HMD

Home Depot

IND

Indigo-Chapters

JSM

John Smith & Son

KMT

K-Mart

KRG

Kroger

LWE

Lowe’s

MKS

Marks & Spencer

MCR

Microcenter

MRR

Morrisons

MTC

Mothercare

NTR

National Trust

OFD

Office Depot

OFM

Office Max
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PST

Past Times

PTS

Pet Smart

PTC

Petco

PLY

Play.com

PTB

Pottery Barn

RST

Restoration Hardware

RTZ

Ritz Camera

SFW

Safeway

SNS

Sainsbury’s

SLF

Selfridges

STP

Staples

TRG

Target

TES

Tesco

TSR

Toys ‘R’ Us

TSO

TSO (The Stationery Office)

VRG

Virgin Megastores

WHS

W H Smith

WTR

Waitrose

WLM

Wal-Mart

WST

Waterstone’s

WHT

Whitcoul’s

WLS

Williams Sonoma

WLW

Woolworths

ZVV

Zavvi

Formerly Virgin Megastores (UK)

ZZZ

Other

Include retailer name in <SalesOutletName>
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